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not going to live forever. Still, the news that I’m not going to live forever must have hit me hard. When you hear that, it’s like hearing the words, “Your time is up.” I’m having a hard time with it. It’s a rough time to be me. I’m not going to lie to you, now, about how I feel. I’m not a false person, but sometimes I’m a… let’s call it “hyper sensitive
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Using $in operator in MongoDB aggregation I have a pretty simple aggregation example that is failing on me. db.milestones.aggregate([ { $match: { $and: [{

status: { $in: [2] } }, { date: { $lt: "Wed, 07 Jan 2016 13:00:00 UTC" } }]}}, { $group: { _id: "$project_name", count: { $sum: 1 } } } ]) When I run this query, I
get no results. I have tried with various $in operators, but none has worked. If I run this query by itself, I get exactly what I would expect. I have been looking at

this for a while now, so any help would be great. A: Your document lacks _id field (or you have $projection which overrides it). db.milestones.aggregate([
{$match: {status: {$in: [2]}},{$and: [{date: {$lt: "Wed, 07 Jan 2016 13:00:00 UTC"}},{_id: 1}]}} {$group: {"_id": "$project_name", count: {$sum: 1}}} ])

Correct document should look like following: { "_id" : ObjectId("576a4eb6c7d20f66422fad5b"), "date" : ISODate("2016-01-07T13:00:00.000Z"),
"project_name" : "Project 1" } For years, it had been clear that one of the big problems in American health care was rising drug prices. The financial burden of

prescription drugs for Americans has become untenable. Average American families spend $1,100 a year on prescription drugs, including their fair share of taxes.
They are hit with drug spending increases every year, and since the year before last, drug spending has been higher than it was in 2001, even when counting the off-

label benefits of these drugs. And 3da54e8ca3
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